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 1401 شهریورماه EPTآزمون  واژگانسؤالات 

1. We are always ready to ………. help those in need of our services. 

1) indicate  2) appeal  3) tender  4) compile 

2. Educational standards are ………. year by year because of a lack of financial resources. 

1) enforcing  2) degenerating 3) distributing  4) enhancing  

3. The ………. of this fabric is very soft and comfortable, making it very pleasant to the touch. 

1) mixture  2) scheme  3) theme  4) texture 

4. The plan was ………. in detail, leaving them wondering what to do next. 

1) vague   2) secure  3) tense  4) precise 

5. Shortage of energy may ………. economic growth and cause serious difficulties.  

1) refine   2) seek   3)  submit  4) retard 

6. The town was at first very ………. but then fell into poverty and misery. 

1) ambiguous  2) classical  3) prosperous  4) distorted 

7. It was like he wasn’t really her child because she had no ………. feeling for him at all. 

1) elementary  2) contradictory 3) maturational 4) mental 

8. He’s been on trial this month, and his ………. is now in the hands of the jury. 

1) intensity  2) option  3) fate   4) maintenance 

9. If one thing is ………. to another, it is at an angle of 90 degrees to it. 

1) perpendicular  2) dissimilar  3) computational 4) cyclical 

10. They need our help, but the ………. is also true; we need their help as well. 

1) analogy  2) displacement 3) equivalence  4) converse 

11. Even today, many people still tend to ………. to old values, traditions, and religious views. 

1) proceed  2) adhere   3) evolve  4) expand 

12. The law should be ………. by replacing the word “minor” with the word “child”. 

1) prohibited  2) integrated  3) recovered  4) amended 

13. The player will ………. an operation and will be out for about 6 weeks. 

1) undergo  2) approach  3) comprise  4) construct  

14. A dog was rescued from a house fire by firefighters wearing breathing ………. 

1) framework  2) apparatus  3) foundation  4) panel 

15. The goal of asking interview questions is to ………. information from the candidate. 

1) confirm  2) conceive  3) suspend  4) elicit 

16. These filtration systems can remove ………., such as lead and fluoride, from water. 

1) constructs  2) constraints  3) contaminants 4) components 

17. The Mayer and other …. authorities met on Thursday to discuss the progress of city projects. 

1) potential  2) civic  3) internal  4) academic 
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18. He was ………. from college for cheating on entrance exams. 

1) expelled  2) declined  3) disposed  4) clarified 

19. The application uses a simple algorithm to check the ……. of the date on the storage device. 

1) residence  2) fluctuation  3) emergence  4) integrity 

20. As a young boy, he was very athletic and had a(n) ………. talent for running. 

1) marginal  2) arbitrary  3) inherent  4) empirical 

21. The idea is ………. attractive, but unlikely to work effectively. 

1) insufficiently  2) superficially 3) restrictively  4) period 

 

 

 

 پاسخنامه کلیدی

 پاسخ  شماره سوال  پاسخ  شماره سوال 

1 3 16 3 

2 2 17 2 

3 4 18 1 

4 1 19 4 

5 4 20 3 

6 3 21 2 

7 1   

8 3   

9 1   

10 3   

11 2   

12 4   

13 1   

14 2   

15 4   

 

 


